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ABOUT US
Attico Elevators is a Glocal business
partner of GMV India (100%
Subsidiary of GMV Spa, Milan Italy).
Attico was established by a team of
successful professional who have a
rich corporate experience in the
field of vertical transportation who
enable you to design, specify,
procure and execute exceptional
elevator solution. We are here to
partner in your success, support
your cause to deliver efficient cost
effective solutions.



A COMPREHENSIVE OVERVIEW OF
ELEVATOR MANUFACTURERS

Elevator manufacturers play a
crucial role in the construction
and real estate industries,
providing vertical transportation
solutions for residential,
commercial, and industrial
buildings. These companies
design, manufacture, install, and
maintain elevators, escalators,
and other vertical mobility
systems. 

https://www.atticoelevators.com/


PROMINENT ELEVATOR COMPANIES
IN DELHI
As a leading elevator company in
Delhi, we pride ourselves on providing
top-notch vertical transportation
solutions. Our commitment to
excellence has made us one of the
most prominent names in the industry.
With a focus on quality and
innovation, we deliver reliable and
efficient elevator systems that meet
the diverse needs of our clients.
Elevate your experience with our
unparalleled services. Elevator
Company in 



KEY PLAYERS IN THE ELEVATOR
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

Otis Elevator Company: Otis Elevator Company, a global
leader in elevator and escalator manufacturing, ensures
seamless vertical transportation. With innovative solutions
and a century of expertise, Otis is dedicated to enhancing
urban mobility worldwide.
Schindler Group:  Schindler Group is a global leader in
elevator and escalator manufacturing. With a rich history
dating back to 1874, the company is renowned for innovative
mobility solutions that enhance urban living.
Kone CorporationThyssenkrupp Elevator:Kone Corporation
and Thyssenkrupp Elevator are leading companies in the
elevator and escalator industry. Both firms are known for
innovative solutions and cutting-edge technology in vertical
transportation systems.
Mitsubishi Electric: Mitsubishi Electric is a global leader in
electronic and electrical equipment, offering innovative
solutions in various sectors. Known for cutting-edge
technology, their products range from air conditioners to
automotive components.



INDUSTRY TRENDS AND
INNOVATIONS
Smart Elevators: Integration of IoT technology
for real-time monitoring, predictive
maintenance, and personalized user
experiences.

Energy Efficiency: Focus on eco-friendly
solutions to reduce energy consumption and
environmental impact.

Design Aesthetics: Elevators are not just
functional; they are also becoming architectural
focal points with stylish designs and materials.

Safety Features: Advancements in safety
technologies, including emergency
communication systems, anti-collision sensors,
and touchless controls.



CHALLENGES IN THE ELEVATOR
MANUFACTURING SECTOR
Regulatory Compliance: Adhering to
evolving safety standards and
building codes.

Global Supply Chain Disruptions:
Challenges in sourcing raw materials
and components due to geopolitical
and economic factors.

Technological Integration: Balancing
innovation with the practicality and
cost-effectiveness of implementing
new technologies.



THANK YOU
+91 99909 79607 atticoelevators@gmail.com


